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Introduction

The current nuclear disaster at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant [FDNPP] in Fukushima, Japan raises concern over the siting and structural stability of nuclear reactors in the United States. The FDNPP disaster was caused by an earthquake and
the subsequent tsunami which ruined the facility’s cooling systems, causing partial melt
downs and pressure concerns in both reactor vessels and the spent fuel pools.
The area of the U.S. that raises the most concern for a potential nuclear disaster is
the State of California due to its seismic activity and proximity to the ocean. Current and
past nuclear reactor sites in the state will be evaluated for risk based on a number of factors. In addition, suitable locations for future reactors will suggested based upon the risk
map created. Regardless of the dangers that have presented themselves in Japan, and famous historical accidents, it is still important to consider the future use of nuclear energy.
Nuclear energy lacks major carbon emissions when in operation, and with rising global
climate change concerns, it is important to continue its consideration as a part of the
United States’s future energy portfolio. Moving forward it will be important to locate sites
in globally stable locations that will minimize risk and danger posed to the population.

Summery of Site Selection Criteria

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (U.S.NRC) through regulatory guides and the Code of Federal Regulations sets guidelines for selection of candidate and then final
reactor sites. The U.S.NRC states that final location selection is based upon a “cost-benefit analysis comparing it with alternative sites” and that there is no true perfect site for reactor
placement. GIS analysis is an ideal method to find appropriate sites both at large and small scales, as initially a suitable region must be located, and then a more detailed site location can
commence.

Natural Occurrences & Features

* Subsurface Geology
o Must be consolidated bedrock
* Earthquakes
o Fewer earthquakes reduces the chance of ground motion
* Ground motion
o Low ground motion is ideal to reduce necessary building specifications
* Faults
o Do not want to build on faults incase of movement

Method

Analysis revolved around the State of California, with the data included primarily from
the state, however information from the surrounding states (Oregon, Nevada, & Arizona)
was also included to provide more realistic models of density of certain features. The inclusion of data outside the state reduced edge effects in the density maps, and provided for a
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more accurate analysis.
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The next step was to include the
occurrence of earthquakes, in the
state. All earthquakes in the region since
1990 where mapped, and then a density using the magnitudes of the Earthquakes’s was taken to show areas that are
most frequently hit, and hit the hardest.
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Though a small earthquake would not
Low : 0
necessarily produce damage it would reEQ focus represented by
EQ density in California quire a reactor shutdown, stopping the
magnitudes
normalized to maximum production of power.
One of the important criteria the U.S.NRC considers in a selection of a reactor site is
the potential for ground motion, which is quantified as an acceleration. Rather then using
historical data, the USGS Earthquake Hazard’s Program “probability of exceedance” was
used. Data produced for “Peak Ground Acceleration” for a chance of 10% in 50 years” for
a VS30 of 537 m/s, a specific traveling
speedw. Data for the Western U.S. was
extracted and then clipped to the California region. The data is provided as
Latitude-Longitude points every 3
minutes with corresponding ground acceleration. The inverse distance weighted
(IDW) interpolation method produced a
clear map of the state showing zones
of both high and low ground moPoint plot of peak ground IDW of peak ground accel- tion.
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Plot of currently mapped
faults

Data for all currently mapped faults
in the state was taken into account. The
faults in the state are shown mapped,
as building a reactor site on top of a current known fault is not accepted by the
U.S.NRC. In addition a density plot
of all faults in the state is shown as
building in these areas is not desierable
because of the greater chance of locating a currently non-document fault.
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To include population, a density raster of the population of counties as of the 2000 census was used.
Transportation was included using a map of all major roads in the area
and providing a 20 mile buffer. This allows for easy enough access with out
requiring long access roads. Though
an access road with restrictive access
would be required, there is a maximum
Population by county nor- Areas within 20 miles of malength of an access road should be.
malized to maximum
jor roads
After quantifying all major requirements made by the U.S.NRC by creating scaled raster maps of the State of California, it is
possible to both deterimine the suibtability of past & current nuclear reactor sites, and as
well as suggest regions for future sites.
To do this, all of the raster maps were combined into one risk map, with each of the
factors weighted appropriately. The results of this analyis are shown at right.
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* Population
o Need enough distance for safety, but want to reduce transmission distance
* Transportation
o Require good access for construction and possible emergency services
As part of the method, all of the raster maps were normalized to their maximum, so
that all maps had a value range from 0 to 1, with 0 being the most desirable and 1 the least
desirable for each of the criteria. With this normalization the different units of each map
could be disregarded in the creation of the final risk map.
The final map created was done by using map algebra and creating what is believed
to be an appropriate conjunction of all of the parameters.

Jurisdictional dams operated within
the state were also taken into to consideration, by using the density of dam
locations. The more dams in the area,
the larger the concern of one break becomes because of a potential chain reaction down a river.
Mines in the state were then taken
into account. Mine locations in the
state were given both a 1 and 5 mile
buffer, which were scaled with 75% and Plot of density of density of Mines and appropriate 1 and
dams
5 mile boundaries
25% importance respectively.
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* Dams
o Catastrophic failure could lead to large flooding issues at reactor site
* Mines
o Potential to generate faults and vibrations not accounted for in natural geology
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Final Map = [1 / 12] *[ 3(Subsurface Geology) + 2(Earthquakes) +
4(Ground motion) + 2(Fault density) + 1(Dams) + 1(Mines) + 1(Population)
- 2(Transportation) ]
This equation provides a map that is
again scaled from 0 to 1, with ideal locations
a 0 with locations that should not be used a
1. Current and decommissioned nuclear reactors are mapped on top of the final results.
Good locations for building appear to be
in the north of the state. The north is a better
option due to the water supply provided by
the ocean that can be used as the “ultimate
heat sync” for cooling systems.
The majority of the current and past
plants in the state are shown to be good locations according to the generated risk map.
Though the Bay Area shows up as a hot
zone, the reactors in this area are primarily
research, and not large power generation reactors.
Before any building were to take place a
more in-depth analysis of specific location
would be required.
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Final Map shows locations for reactor sites, in addition
to the current and past locations of reactor sites.

Sources

Nuclear regulations: United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Subsurface geology: USGS Mineral Resources Geologic Map
Earthquakes: University of California Berkeley, Advanced National Seismic System
Ground Motion: USGS Earthquake Hazards Program
Faults: USGS Mineral Resources Geologic Map
Dams: Jurisdictional Dams, The Division of Safety of Damps, DWR, California
Mines: USGS Mineral Resources Active Mines and Mineral Plants in US
Population: Mastering ArcGIS, McGraw-Hill included disk
Transportation: Mastering ArcGIS, McGraw-Hill included disk

